


WARNING Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360® console, Xbox 360 
Kinect® Sensor, and accessory manuals for important safety and health information. 
www.xbox.com/support.

Important Health Warning: Photosensitive Seizures

A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to 
certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in video 
games. Even people with no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed 
condition that can cause “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while watching video 
games. Symptoms can include light-headedness, altered vision, eye or face twitching, 
jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion, momentary loss of 
awareness, and loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling 
down or striking nearby objects. Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor 
if you experience any of these symptoms. Parents, watch for or ask children about 
these symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely to experience these seizures. 
The risk may be reduced by being farther from the screen; using a smaller screen; 
playing in a well-lit room, and not playing when drowsy or fatigued. If you or any 
relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor before playing.



GAME CONTROLS
Xbox 360 Controller

Player Icon

Special Move

Jump
Run

Smurf Mode
(Once game is completed)

Smurf Mode
(Once game is completed)

Pause

Xbox Guide
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INTRODUCTION
Smurfette has been captured! On her birthday of all days! The diabolical Gargamel is 
concocting another scheme to extract blue essence from the Smurfs so he can take over the 
world! But no Smurf is ever left behind! Papa Smurf has banded together a ragtag group of 
Smurfs to set out on a mission to save Smurfette and confront Gargamel and his Naughties.
However, this adventure will not be easy! The Smurfs must travel through dangerous lands 
in order to track down Smurfette’s kidnappers. Worse yet, the Smurfs must face off with 
many powerful villains, including: the Naughties, Azrael the Cat, and creatures transformed 
by Gargamel’s powerful magic, all before challenging the evil wizard himself! The path is 
riddled with danger, but Smurfette is in peril and only the Smurfs can save her just in time to 
celebrate her birthday!

Menus
File Select Screen: Select a file to play or copy and delete any file here! 
Character Select: Select any Smurf to play here! See what you have to do to unlock new 
Smurfs to play with. 
Smurf Village: Portals to every location you will travel to will be located here! All the Smurf 
friends you find will also stay here so that everyone is safe!
Level Select Screen: Travel to any level you have unlocked here! Replay levels to make sure 
to find all the Smurf Coins! Beat the extra objectives for an additional challenge!

Pause Screen: During any level you can press , which will allow you to do a number of 
things!

• Resume game: Return to the game.
• Options: Adjust volume settings.
• Exit Level: Go back to Smurf Village.
• Quit: Takes you to the Title Screen.

Objects
Smurfberries: You need at least one Smurfberry if you get hit by a creature or else you will 
have to restart a level! In multiplayer, if you lose all Smurfberries and get hit you won’t be 
able to play again until one of your fellow Smurfs touches a Mushroom to bring you back in 
the level. 
Blue Vials: Once four are collected it will trigger the Smurfs True Blue time. These will also 
add to your score and will be multiplied by five at the end of each level! 
True Blue: This is when every Smurf sings the “La La” song! While the Smurfs are singing, 
your Smurfberries will double in points once collected! The more Blue Vials you collect, the 
longer True Blue will last! 
Smurf Coins: Every five you collect brings back another Smurf friend to Smurf Village! Look for 
these in hard-to-reach and hidden places in the level. These will also add to your score and 
will be multiplied by 20 at the end of each level! 
Mushroom: Once this magical Mushroom is collected it will splash Smurfberries on the 
screen and any playable Smurf that is waiting to play again will respawn!  
Red Crystal: When you touch this enchanted red crystal every creature you can see on-screen 
will be freed! 
Hour Glass: Freeze time by touching this charmed hour glass and release as many creatures 
as you can! 
Golden Crown: Once a Smurf touches this crown they will be invincible! 
Stone Blocks: Only a handful of Smurfs can break these! 
Blue Block: This Block will be removed from all worlds once you beat the boss on Level 5! 
Restricted areas will now be reachable by most Smurfs! 

Special Moves
Press  to trigger the special move.
Papa Smurf: Throw potions and freeze creatures! 
Smurfette: Float in the air and cross areas of great danger!
Clumsy: Tumble past danger and free creatures from Gargamel’s spell!
Grouchy: Stomp the ground hard and break blocks!
Vanity: Freeze in place so all can admire him, or other Smurfs can jump on him to reach high 
places!
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Brainy: Jump higher than other Smurfs!
Gutsy: Super punch and free creatures or break blocks!
Jokey: Throw things that go BOOM, helping creatures shake Gargamel’s spell!
Hefty: Throw his barbell, knocking creatures out of Gargamel’s spell!

Player Icon: Press  to turn your player number on or off. This might be helpful if everyone 
is the same Smurf! 
Smurf Mode: Once you beat the game you will be able to switch into any Smurf at any time in 

any level! To use this feature press  or !
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